
Realistic Games to tease raft of new content 
at biggest ever ICE

23rd January 2023 – Casino content developer Realistic Games is heading to this year’s ICE London with renewed vigour 
and is set to welcome delegates with details of its new expanded games roadmap and wider 2023 plans as it continues to 
evolve.

The studio began to set the tone for its new, strengthened focus for slot development with its late 2022 releases Gorilla Rich-
es and Book of Charms and it has moved into the new year in a similar vein, sights firmly set on the major industry event at 
ExCeL.

Its content portfolio has received a major boost with a fully populated roadmap of games for the next 12 months that maintain 
its recent quality enhancements in gameplay and presentation, as well as exciting maths models that are fast becoming hall-
marks of its brand.

Set to launch on January 26th, Chilli Master is Realistic’s first game of 2023 and provides further evidence of the style of game 
players and operators can expect from Realistic’s elevated commercial ambitions moving forward.

Visitors can get hands-on with the beautifully animated Mexican cuisine-themed game along with teases of everything else 
that can be expected from Realistic at South Gallery Suite 23 during the event.

Ashish Tawakley, CCO at Realistic Games at Realistic Games, said: “These are exciting times at Realistic Games. We’ve got 
our sights set on a hugely strengthened content plan for the year, which we’ve been working hard on for some time and Chilli 
Master is a taste of what’s to come.

“We’re focused on shifting up a gear across the board with quality, quantity and innovation underpinning all our work and the 
entire team is truly enthused by this direction. We’re very much looking forward to meeting everyone at ICE so we can reveal 
more about how Realistic can drive traffic and revenue for all our partners.”
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For more information on this release or to arrange an interview with Robert Lee please contact Square in the Air at enquiries@
squareintheair.com

About Realistic Games:

Established in 2002, Realistic Games is a leading supplier of high-quality, iGaming content to the world’s biggest operators. It 
specialises in creating market-leading casino games, including roulette, blackjack, and baccarat, along with 3 and 5-reel slots, 
using the latest technology. Its games are hosted on the ReGaL games platform making them easily accessible. Originally 
UK-focused, these games have since become popular in a host of other territories and can be found on operators such as 
BetVictor, GVC, Betfred, Paddy Power Betfair, bet365, William Hill, 888, Rank Group, Betsson, LeoVegas and Vera&John, 
alongside many others. Aggregating partners also include SG Digital, Microgaming, Playtech, iSoftBet, Nektan, Iforium, FSB 
Tech, BetConstruct, and Oryx Gaming. For more information about Realistic Games please visit www.realisticgames.co.uk


